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Performance and Statistics IETF Drafts

2003 IETF Drafts (Completed)
Average 135.6 Days
Median 123 Days
As of 30 June 2004

Days in Queue

Day Entered Queue
July Queue Statistics

• Total Drafts for Period: 45
  – Drafts in Queue at Start: 30
  – Drafts Received in Period: 15
• Total Drafts Completed: 10
  – Prior Drafts Completed: 10
  – Current Drafts Completed: 0
• Drafts in Queue at Close of Period: 35
  – 33% Reduction in Queue Size
Plans for the future

• Work with the RFC Editor, Allison Mankin, Bill Fenner, and Thomas Narten on documenting the status quo
• Work with all of the above to define what the process *should* look like
• Start working with all 3 teams on defining the mechanisms for the exchange points, flow, etc.
Help Wanted

http://www.icann.org/general/jobs.htm/
IPv6 Glue for TLDs!

- ccTLD managers submitted requests to IANA
- IANA staff referred the question to ICANN structures for advice
- RSSAC adopted the question, conducted an exhaustive study
- December 2003 – RSSAC recommendation to ICANN board
- July 2004 – Publication of Delegation Data Procedure
  [http://www.iana.org/procedures/delegation-data.html](http://www.iana.org/procedures/delegation-data.html)
Questions?

• As always, feel free to contact me: barton@icann.org